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ThÃ¨me anglais ThÃ¨me nÂ°1 1. Japan chocked (= in chock ... - Leaparis10

Japan chocked (= in chock = in a state of chock) after the murder (= slay) of ... being shot) several times in front of (=outside) his campaign headquarters (= HQ). ... term of office in a local election planned (=set) for (next) Sunday in Nagasaki. 
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Thème anglais Thème n°1 1. Japan chocked (= in chock = in a state of chock) after the murder (= slay) of Nagasaki’s mayor 2. Nagasaki’s mayor slain (= murdered) : Japan in chock



Remarque : a slay est dérivé du verbe to slay, slew, slain Japan is chocked (= in chock = in a state of chock) after (= following) 1. the mayor of Nagasaki was murdered / slain 2. Nagasaki’s mayor was murdered / slain 3. the murder / assassination of the mayor of Nagasaki, in the middle of (= during) the electoral campaign by a killer / murderer belonging to (= affiliated to = who has links with = linked to = connected with) 1. the biggest Mafia organization in the country. 2. the country’s biggest Mafia organization.



Iccho Ito, 61, 1. died from / of his injuries (=wounds) 2. succumbed to his injuries last night (= in the night of = during the night of) Tuesday to Wednesday after having been shot (= after being shot) several times in front of (=outside) his campaign headquarters (= HQ).



A staunched (= convinced = long-term = confirmed) pacifist labeled as an independent, he was running for / going for his /a fourth term of office in a local election planned (=set) for (next) Sunday in Nagasaki.



According to the police, the presumed / alleged / suspected murderer, Tetsuya Shiroo, 59, is said to be / is reportedly a practiced (=veteran = experienced = long-time = senior=seasoned) member / gangster of the Yamaguchi-guni, the main (=leading = major ) gang in the Japanese Mafia (= mob = (criminal) underworld). The investigation (=enquiry) into (=concerning) the motives of/for his acts is under way (= in progress), but according to the Japanese media, the Yamagichi organisation was arguing (= in conflict) with the city council /government over a public market deal (/ a matter of public markets).. Real estate corruption (/ Corrupted property dealing) is one of the favourite (GB) / favorite (US) activities of the yakuzas, the Japanese Mafia.



Thème anglais Already / in / as far back as 1990 / as early as 1990, Ito's predecessor, Hitoshi Motoshima, had been seriously / severely / badly wounded by gunshots fired by the leader (/the head) of a far-right /extreme right organization, following / after a statement he had made / issued on Emperor Hirohito's responsibility during the war (...). Adapted from Libération, April 18th 2007
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Labo anglais - Leaparis10 

I.Give a phonetic transcription for each of the following words : climate / areas / Africa / wet / dry. II. Answer the following questions : 1) What expression is used to ...
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Labo anglais - Leaparis10 

Answer the following questions : 1) Which town is sampled here ? 2) What other towns are cited ? Do they apply traffic charges ? 3) What side are Welsh local ...
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Anglais - Civilisation TD The British Constitution - Leaparis10 

1832 : this date changed the balance of power In the British government. 1867 : franchise = the right to vote (more and more a democracy). 1911: the House of ...
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CAMPING IN JAPAN - slidex.tips 

Hokkaido. Tel. (015) 483-2567. Kawayu Branch Office of Natural. Parks Beautification and Management Foundation (è‡ªç„¶å…¬åœ’ç¾ŽåŒ–ç®¡ç�†. è²¡å›£å·�æ¹¯æ”¯éƒ¨).
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autumn in japan - aejjr 

Aejjrsite .free.fr Magazine Good Morning 1er janvier 2017. YouTube. AUTUMN IN JAPAN. Part 1 – Tokyo https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zmwT73Bp8U0.
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Civilisation britannique â€“ Chapitre 1 - 1 - Leaparis10 

War called the War of the Roses (ended in 1485 ; fight for the throne). ... Henry handed over the role of the grind of the administration to his advisor, Cardinal.
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Civilisation CM Anglais The US Constitution Both ... - Leaparis10 

It was very democratic, in order to secure the rights (not divine ... To prevent abuses of power by elected officials -> the framers incorporated principles such as ...
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Civilisation CM Anglais The British Constitution I. Origins ... - Leaparis10 

A long side, a monarch whose rÃ´le is largely ... This also means that statute law overrides any other form of source of law and all judicial bodies (Courts / judges).
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Localizing Jazz and Globalizing Identities in Japan - jazz france japan 

Nov 1, 2003 - quintessential global music -- as an integral element of local identities is indicative of a number of important themes in contemporary Japanese ...
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Civilisation britannique â€“ Chapitre 3 - 1 - Leaparis10 

They wanted James VII's son â€“ James VIII â€“ came back in power. They were two big Jacobite revolutions : in 1715-16 ans in 1745-46, but they failed both.
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Civilisation britannique â€“ Chapitre 4 - 1 - Leaparis10 

Riots, rebellion, revolution and the people : 1764-1815. There were a lot ... interests of the British Crown and defend the Crown from invasion. Many thousands ...
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Rafael Kubelik in Japan, Concert Record 

Nov 22, 2008 - Unfortunately, Bruckner and Beethoven were not released because of fatal troubles in existing recording tapes of NHK archives. But, I believe ...
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Parents' Connection 2008-Term 1-N1 

Mar 25, 2008 - China, will be the subject children will cover and ... from China. .... Picture 2. â€¢. Picture 3. Pre-Writing skills Tracing. c i f m. Story Telling/Puppetry.
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Rafael Kubelik in Japan, Concert Record 

Nov 22, 2008 - Czech Philharmonic Japan Tour 1991 with Rafael Kubelik etc. Schedule. Month. Day Time. Program. Place. Hall. CD/DVD. October. 27.
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History of Applied Psychology in Japan 

The issue of Twenty-One Demands to China. 1931. Mukden Incident (Manchurian Incident; Second Sino-Japanese War begins). 1937. Start of World War â…¡.
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Chapter 44 - Seismic Design Practice in Japan 

Methods â€¢ Design Seismic Force â€¢ Ductility Design of Reinforced Concrete Piers â€¢ Ductility Design of. Steel Piers â€¢ Dynamic Response Analysis â€¢ Menshin.
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Japan Textile 

http://www.myfavorite.bz/tomibun/pc/. Various textile by washi-yarn http://www.washinonuno.com/. TOMIBUN WOOLLEN CO., INC. SAIEI ORIMONO Co., Ltd.
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Japan Textile 

Paris pour tout renseignement. Jetro-Massimo Sella: +39 02 72117925 ... 9-11.2.2011. 27 rue de Berri, à Paris 8e. Métro Georges V, Saint-Philippe du Roule tél.
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Civilisation britannique â€“ Chapitre 1 - Documents - 1 - Leaparis10 

the east coast. 4. The influence of the London government was ... Document 1.3 (p7) : Thomas More, Utopia. 6. Thomas More (1478-1535, died accuted) was a ...
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n1 Reims 2018.VSD 

24 mai 2018 - Time allowed / Tps accordé : 86 sec. Time limit / Tps limite : 172 sec. Obstacles ... Jumping International de Reims CSI *** & * mai 2018. In /. Out.
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mort heureuse n1 pdf 

Are you looking for mort heureuse n1 PDF?. If you are areader who likes to download mort heureuse n1 Pdf to any kind of device,whether its your laptop, Kindle ...
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Guide anglais 1&8 

In the southern side chapel, dedicated to John Dory in the past, you also will ... A cross, made of olive wood is inlaid in that relic and more precisely at the level.
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Final Year Project : internship in Japan 

I am at the moment in the third year of my engineer course of the University of. Technology BELFORT-MONTBELIARD (France) where I have been offered the.
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Chapter 65 - Design Practice in Japan 

... calculations for both concrete and steel bridges are based on the assumptions ... tunnel model testing including the full model and sectional model test is often ..... longitudinal direction is necessary for transportation from the shop to the si
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